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The internet has transformed what it means to be a music fan. Fans can and do build
communities more rapidly and successfully now than ever before, with consequences
not just for their own experience of music, but for everyone involved in the creation,
distribution and promotion of music in any capacity. They’re making a new kind of
music scene that shakes up long-standing balances of power between fans and the
music makers. This change calls for a new kind of relationship, one that values social
activities and rewards as well as valuing products exchanged for prices -- one
consequence of new media is that we're adding layers of social exchange relationships
on top of economic exchange relationships.
My goal here is to provide a big picture perspective to help you think about (1) the
social activities that are most important to music fans (2) how the internet has
empowered fans to pursue these activities (3) 4 principles for working with these
dynamics so both fan communities and musicians and those working with them
benefit.
I come at this as a lifelong music fan who’s been researching and teaching about online
fan community and relational dynamics since 1991.
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Music fandom is old

Music fandom is at its core a social activity -- something we do with
other people -- and the relationships with other people are important
parts of being a music fan. From its very origins thousands of years ago,
music has been social. Its original and arguably core nature is to connect
people. In connecting around music, fans today are continuing to foster
the connection between music and sociability as they talk about and
share music.
In many ways this is NOT about the artists, let alone the music business
or the recording industry, it’s about fans’ relationships to each other.
If you can support the social relationship fans have with one another,
you can build stronger relationships with fans in ways that directly
benefit artists as well as fans.
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It’s hard to say when fan communities built around music developed,
though it’s not hard to imagine that some wandering troubadours had
bigger followings than others, and that people with strong preferences in
troubadours behaved in ways we’d recognize in contemporary music
fandom.
By the time it came to the Grateful Dead, the art of building a musicoriented distributed fan community had pretty much been perfected.
Deadheads built a shared lifestyle around the Grateful Dead and
developed models of roadtripping, tape trading and social networking
that thrive today.
It’s not a total coincidence that the Dead and the internet emerged in
the same time period in the same geographic location.
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I was a huge REM fan in the 1980s, and my my experience was typical
of music fandoms of the time.
My friends and I spent hours listening & talking about them. When they
toured, we’d throw our bags into a van with two seats and a mattress
and take a movable party on the road to see their shows. Along the way
we met fans in other towns. This broadened our knowledge base: we
could compare set lists, we could trade bootleg cassette recordings or
leaked demos we’d made or traded our way into. Throughout the 1980s,
working my connections, I amassed around thirty live REM tapes. This
was considered an exceptional collection and I was quite proud of both
it and the social connections it represented. We were something akin to
a community. We didn’t all know each other, but we weren’t many
degrees of separation apart. We shared values and we knew it, that was
half of what it meant to be an REM fan.
REM fostered this fandom well. They combined accessibility and
enigma so that fans could both identify with them and want to know
more. The energy they and their fans generated created an entire music
scene, one which launched many other bands.
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5 social activities of fandom
tanakawho

Whether it’s music fandom, television fandom, sports fandom,
or any other kind of fandom -- including those people don’t
usually call “fandom”, there are five core social activities going
on in fan communities. Fans are drawn to fandom in part so
they can participate in these activities, understanding them
helps you to better engage your fans:
Sharing feeling
Creating social identities
Collecting intelligence
Sharing interpretations
Creating for each other
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Sharing feeling

celebdu

This is a picture of Amanda Palmer fans
When music works, it makes us feel, and when we feel, it’s
human nature to want to share those emotions with others.
These emotions may not always be good. While it’s great to be
able to share excitement about an upcoming album or share the
news that you scored great seats for a concert with people who
will really understand what you feel, it’s also important for
people to be able to share their disappointment, anger, and even
grief.
The important part is connecting with others who
UNDERSTAND what you feel and who can AMPLIFY or
MITIGATE it.
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Building social identity

Soundfromwayout

These are Ben Folds fans
We also use music fandom to define who we are relative to
other people -- to display which tribe we belong to. We use
communicative tools -- including merchandise, posters,
conversations, bumper stickers and friends links -- to connect
ourselves to others who share our musical taste, and to set
ourselves apart from those who don’t.
Some people also seek to define ourselves within fandoms.Being
a particularly devoted or accomplished fan is one way to gain
status within some tribes, and if we look at the program for
MIDEMNet, we can see several examples of people who have
excelled at this. This is something you can actively feed.
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Collecting
intelligence

K. Michael Karshis

Fans also enjoy the scholarly work of collecting details -- usually
more details than those involved with creating music can bear to
consider. Fans collect and pool:
Set lists
Discographies
Concert chronologies
Bootlegs
The fan label Purple Chick recently issued 83 cd set of 96 hours
documenting the Beatles’ complete Let It Be sessions. This is
work professional archivists are paid to do, but fans do it for
pleasure.
When it’s shared, fans can build much richer connections to
music and each other.
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Sharing
interpretations

Fans also spend an enormous amount of energy pooling their
interpretations, sometimes shaping consensus, and other times
dividing into camps over issues such as which album is best or
whether signing with a major label represents selling out.
Fans often interpret lyrics, as seen in the websites pictured here.
They also informally (and sometimes formally), review
recordings, concerts and ongoing events -- including some that
artists might consider private and prefer be left alone.
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Creating for each other
Some fans are also driven to create for each other, and more
fans than that appreciate being able to engage fan-created
materials. A recent form of music fan creativity is the
homemade music video. The one pictured here has been viewed
almost 7 million times and over 11,000 people have given it an
average 5 star rating.
Fans also create for one another by performing covers of a
bands material, making mix tapes and playlists, performing
cover songs, creating remixes, artworks and writing fan fiction.
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When the internet became public in the 1990s, and even before
then, music fans were quick to recognize its potential for
enabling them to pursue these activities.
They created mailing list and discussion groups in
environments such as Usenet newsgroups, which are pictured
here. The size of the box represents the amount of discussion
about that topic. You can see that bands with thriving fan
communities such as the dead, phish, the beatles, springsteen
and dylan engendered the most discussion
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The internet
superpowered
fandom
It’s not surprising that the internet proves hospitable to fandom
-- one of the first things those who were creating it did with it in
1972 (just 3 years after the first successful login) was to create a
vibrant community of science fiction fans on the mailing list
SF-Lovers.
What fans quickly discovered was that the internet empowered
them in ways that transformed fandom and, as this event
demonstrates, created enormous challenges and opportunities
for the music industry.
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5 reasons the internet
superpowers fandom
There are five main reasons that the internet made fans so
powerful. The internet:
Transcends distance and increases reach
Provides group infrastructures
Supports archiving
Enables new forms of engagement
Lessens social distance
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Transcends
distance
& extends
reach

The internet lets fans connect with each other instantaneously
across distance. This greatly diminishes fans’ reliance on the
music press and the PR machines behind it. It also means fans
can build relationships across geographic boundaries and
become centers of scenes -- or tribal leaders -- regardless of their
location.
Here, for example is the fan-authored webzine about
Scandinavian music “It’s A Trap.” run by Avi Roig and a
motley crew of volunteer reviewers, including me. It’s a Trap
gets several thousand hits a day from all over the world, and
many from Scandinavia.
Roig describes himself as “ the leading news provider -- the goto site for many, many industry people and am often one of the
first places people will send news releases since I have a quick
turnaround and a wide reach”
Roig operates IAT from Olympia Washington, literally half a
world away from Scandinavia.
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Provides group
infrastructures

The internet also makes it extremely easy to have group
discussions because it provides platforms for people to create
groups through services like YahooGroups or Facebook and to
run fan groups of all sorts on their own sites.
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Supports archiving

The internet is also well suited to serving as a museum for the
curatorial impulses of fans. One of my favorite fan archives is
this one, by Johannes Schill in Sweden who’s collected a list of
over 500 Swedish pop bands, more than 40 labels, and for each
has created a page with information and a link to their website
and any free downloads or other media that the artist has made
available.
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Enables new forms of
engagement

The internet provides all kinds of new ways for fans to engage
music and each other. People who could never imagine doing
anything like it before can now broadcast their own playlists,
write mp3 blogs and oeuvre blogs, create remixes and videos,
and otherwise engage in participatory culture (read Convergence
Culture by Henry Jenkins if you haven't).
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Lessens social distance

Finally, the internet can eliminate the layers of filters that
separated fans from performers in years past. People who might
never get backstage can now expect at least some bit of
seemingly interpersonal interaction with the artists they adore.
As MySpace would have it, we’re no longer “fans,” we’re
“friends.”
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FEAR

control?
Of course, the flip side to fans’ empowerment is what seems a lot like
disempowerment to those who’ve been able to control music
production, distribution and coverage. It’s natural to respond to this
with fear. The threats are real. Those in industry may want to stop
fans from:
Criticizing them, spreading their music, using their name,
bootlegging their shows, discussing their private lives, writing
fantasies about them, spreading misinformation
But getting control back is not an option. That genie is not going
back in the bottle. The power struggle and the tensions it raises will
continue for the foreseeable future.
The relationship between fans and artists is less and less like a
business relationship in which artists and industry set the terms and
audiences either buy or don’t, and more and more like a social
relationship in which bands and fans have to negotiate terms
together.
They are independent, they have their own goals, and they will do
things you don’t like. They can also help you.
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Music 2.0 collage by Jadam Kahn

The sense of fear that many in the music industry have is
magnified by overwhelming scope of the internet. How can a
band be represented everywhere it should be? How can you
monitor activity in all those places at once?
But the overwhelming scope of the internet is also the key that
makes it possible for fans and bands to have symbiotic online
relationships.
The band needs to be everywhere but doesn’t have the resources
to create and maintain a presence everywhere.
Fans want to communicate about bands with each other in all
the many places they hang out online.
If you give them the tools to nurture the social elements of their
fandom, they will spread your presence in places you never go.
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“If it doesn’t spread, it’s dead”

From 4 sites to 500+
Track streamed every 2 seconds in first 24 hours

We all face a problem of attention -- bands need to get noticed
through the massive amount of music that is now available,
music fans need guidance on what to listen to in such a
crowded marketplace.
In this context, fans are increasingly important filters for one
another and for artists, bringing new music and music news
to others’ attention.
This widget from ReverbNation demonstrates how the social
needs of fans and the promotional needs of bands can
compliment one another perfectly:
Why would someone embed this?
1. To share feelings of excitement
2. Because they identify with it and it allows them to create
social identity, including perhaps gaining status in the fan
community for posting it first
3. To contribute to collective intelligence
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4 Principles of
Building
Symbiotic Fan
Relationships

In closing, I want to offer four principles that allow bands to
connect with fans in ways that directly nurture the internal
strengths of fan communities and that will rebound in positive
ways for bands. They are all based on demonstrating respect for
the fans and for their independence.
Build personal connections
Use a variety of social media
Provide fans with social resources
Encourage fans’ creativity
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Make
personal
connections

The reduction of social distance means that fans have a greater
expectation of making personal connections with artists. That
brings with it its own set of problems, but also brings with it a lot
of power to generate goodwill on your behalf. Goodwill is
increasingly important as the incentive to pay for anything bands
do is increasingly motivated by voluntary ethical and moral
feelings of relational obligation rather than economic and legal
contracts and constraints. Having personal connections with
audience members is also a powerful reward for many artists,
one that is usually overlooked when we focus only on
monetizing the relationship.
Connection happens at two levels: holistically with all your
listeners paying attention to you online, and with the specific
individuals doing the most to spread your presence.
Connecting isn’t easy: Social skills and music making skills are
very different & there is not one right way to do this. It’s
important to have a match between the identity put forward in
the music and promotional materials, and that put forward by
the individuals online.
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Use
varied
social
media

Have a well-defined online presence that is distributed across
different sites, but that is well-integrated and consistent. Make
sure that your own homepage is the core, that all of your other
sites point people back to it, and that it points outward to all the
other places you’re building an active presence.
Warning: only communicate with your fans in as many ways as
you can manage to maintain regularly over the long haul. Don’t
be overly ambitious. Dead blogs and empty twitter accounts are
worse than none at all.
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Provide them
with social
resources

If you want fans to talk about you, you need to give them
something of social value.
Some of this is social for you too: information, news, behind the
scenes peeks
Others you view as economic: the songs, the videos.
But from the fans’ point of view, both of these are forms of
social capital that they can use to connect with each other.
The music provides them the emotions they want to share. You
can give them resources that stimulate the other activities they
want to do:
give them things to build identity with (songs for playlists,
widgets, email addresses, urls)
to pool into collective intelligence (back stories, histories,
detailed information)
to offer up for collective interpretation (music, video, art)
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Encourage
their
creativity

My final suggestion is that you find ways to encourage fans’
creativity. If they are into something, they will use it to create.
Increasingly, this kind of remix culture is the main way young
people are able to engage creative practice at all. They are going
to remix, make videos, figure out lyrics, build archives, and play
with the music no matter what you do. This is part of how they
build their social identities for each other.
When you encourage their creativity, and provide them with
tools, incentives and rewards for it, as Coldplay did with their
recent video competition, you enhance their connections to the
music, to each other, and to you.
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Questions? Comments?
Tales to tell?
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Merci!
nancy@onlinefandom.com
www.onlinefandom.com

This work is licensed under the Creative Commons Attribution-Noncommercial-No
Derivative Works 3.0 United States License. To view a copy of this license, visit
http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/3.0/us/ or send a letter to Creative
Commons, 171 Second Street, Suite 300, San Francisco, California, 94105, USA.
That means you can reuse it as you like so long as you give me credit, don’t make any
money off it and don’t take it apart and make it into other things. If you want to make
money from it or create derivative works, please email me.
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